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remains the major limitation in the use of coronary stents. The purpose of this review is to examine the role of intravascular imaging in helping to understand the pathophysiology of restenosis. Intravascular imaging is currently being explored as a way of providing a less invasive, non-invasive,
and potentially cost-effective means of assessing the degree of luminal narrowing following stenting. This technique combines intravascular ultrasound with spectroscopic analysis and optical coherence tomography for optical imaging. Intravascular ultrasound provides anatomic data for both
stenting and subsequent restenosis. Spectroscopic and optical coherence tomography provide additional non-invasive molecular information, including cell signaling information. Intravascular imaging may help to answer some of the questions that remain in restenosis following stenting.Sipuu
culture Sipuu culture is a cultural landscape of the region Sipuu, Ymeros (Ulkomaa), Finland. Overview The Sipuu culture has been characterized as a Nordic Bronze Age culture. The region is located in the Kainuu lowland region on the Karelian Isthmus. The culture traces its origins to the Mid
Bronze Age. The Sipuu culture consisted of settlements and hill forts in the eastern and western part of the Kainuu region. In the southern part of the region the Sipuu culture is still the most extensive. References See also Kainuu mythology Kainuun lyhytaiteellinen historia Category:Prehistoric
sites in FinlandQ: Store multiple values in single node of neo4j Given a node, say (:node1) - [a:relationship1, a:relationship2, a:relationship3, a:relationship4] What would the best way to achieve the following: In a query return the longest common sequence of relationships associated with node1,
such that (i) the relationship values are distinct and (ii) the length of each
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